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War in Space - The Exciting Tower Defense Retro Style Game for iOS
Published on 12/20/13
J.H. Digital Solutions today introduces War in Space 1.0, its new mobile arcade game for
iOS. War in Space is a tower defense retro style game with 20 levels of challenging,
fast-paced gameplay. Defend the planet against alien intruders in a cool retro
environment. War in Space aspires to keep players entertained and bring back retro
memories. J.H. Digital Solutions is constantly updating its game repertoire offering to
players exciting new adventures and stimulating experience.
Imatra, Finland - J.H. Digital Solutions is constantly updating its game repertoire
offering to players exciting new adventures and stimulating experience. This time J.H.
Digital Solutions is pleased to announce the launch of their new mobile arcade game, War
in Space. War in Space is an addicting retro style game addressed to space and, of course,
retro lovers. Its gameplay has already 20 challenging levels and the company, after the
enthusiastic reception from players, is considering expanding them.
As Jari Huomo, CEO at J.H. Digital Solutions, explains "Our focus was to deliver a
top-notch retro arcade game and the initial reviews prompt us to expand it further." So
far the game is rated 4+ stars on iTunes and the reviews are triumphing: "love the retro
style - a great time-killer and the retro feel is great," "Awesome - Addicting and Fun!
Great game to pass time," and "Cool game - the game's got neat retro art style."
The aim of the game is to defend the planet against alien intruders in a cool retro
environment. The concept is intriguing and the gameplay is fast-paced. And Mr. Huomo adds
"Since I started J.H. Digital Solutions in my basement a few years ago, I have been
launching exciting mobile games, educational and productivity apps continuously. War in
Space aspires to keep players entertained and bring back retro memories".
Pricing and Availability:
War in Space 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category. War in Space was released in English on December 18, and the file size is
28.4 MB. The game is available for free on App Store, requires iOS 6.1 or later, and it is
compatible with iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. The app is optimized for iPhone 5.
J.H. Digital Solutions:
http://www.jh-apps.com
War in Space 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id768604584
Screenshot 1:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/0f/0c/c1/0f0cc17b-76dbdf81-5f7d-94b9c36e34dc/screen480x480.jpeg
Screenshot 2:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/b0/63/c2/b063c22b-2a78-821e-6026-edd994ff73cc/scr
een480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/39/a9/4c/39a94c82-f0d6-d5e3-7e4ab543d62a8555/mzl.vkzrnxvn.175x175-75.jpg

J.H. Digital Solutions, founded in 2008 is the producer of a number of popular mobile apps
such as Pop the Monster, Push-Up Workout, Word Champion, Patchman Adventures, and
Christmas Games for Kids. Their fun, high quality apps are designed in a number of
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languages for international use and application. Jari Huomo, founder, started the company
in his basement a few years ago and, since then, he has been launching great gaming,
educational and productivity apps. Copyright (C) 2013 JH Digital Solutions. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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